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High-dimensional Streaming Data

Multivariate streaming data: a new data snapshot βt ∈ Rp is
generated by the sensor platform at each time t;

Challenges:
• high-dimensional: the number of variables/sensors, p, is large;
• high-rate: the data needs to be processed “on the fly”;
• resource-constrained: the data may not be fully observed;
• dynamic: the underlying information is changing rapidly over

time;
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Subspace Learning

• Or Principal Component Analysis (PCA), where the
principal components offer dimension-reduced representations
of the dataset:

• extract useful and actionable information from the data
• revealing the correlation and interdependence among features

• Estimating and tracking the principal component in a dynamic
environment allows identifying and tracking

• sources of information in signals intelligence,
• cyber attackers in data networks,
• radiating sources in radar and sonar,
• consumer behaviors in recommendation systems, and so on.
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Why Binary Sensing?

• Communication constraints: Motivated by subspace learning
in a networked sensing environment, where

• the sensor nodes have access to a subset of the data stream,
• but bandwidth-limited to communicate only a single bit to

the fusion center.

What is the optimal data aggregation scheme?
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Why Binary Sensing?

• Robustness: Binary measurements are often more robust
against unknown, nonlinear and heterogenous distortions from
different sensors,

• exploiting a larger number of coarse-scaled sensor nodes that
may be more cost-effective than a smaller number of
fine-scaled sensor nodes.

• Ubiquity: binary/quantized measurements occur in many
applications, particularly when human action as the sensors,
such as in recommendation systems, geolocation, etc.
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An Intuition

Consider bit measurements given by comparisons of the energy
projection of a rank-one covariance matrix Σ = θθT over two
randomly chosen directions:

yi = sign(aTi Σai − bTi Σbi)
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Project Planning

• Personnel:
• PI
• 1-2 Graduate Students

• Tasks: “PCA” with Binary Measurements
• Task 1: design near-optimal binary sensing/(low-complexity)

subspace learning schemes for subspace learning and tracking,
possibly with additional structural constraints;

• Task 2: characterize the statistical-computational trade-off in
terms of sample complexity, bit rate, and computation costs;

• Task 3: design online and adaptive sampling schemes to enable
faster tracking for dynamic data;
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Prior Art and Related Literature

• Parameter estimation from one-bit quantizations: Sample
complexity for estimating an unknown scalar using binary
measurements, not for low-dimensional matrices;

• One-bit Compressed Sensing: for estimation of sparse vectors;
optimal recovery typically based on convex optimization;

• Subspace tracking from full data stream measurements;
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Thank you! Questions?
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